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TECHNICAL PAPER 
DEVELOPMENT OF INSlTU STIFFNESS PROPERTIES FOR 
SHUTTLE BOOSTER FILAMENT WOUND CASE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent experiences in formulating arid producing appropriate shell stiffness properties for the 
gnphitespoxy wound motor case has necessitated an extension of prediction and verification methods over 
wtier  practices. Whik neither theory nor fiber data was lacking at the inception of the Filament Wound 
Case (FWC) Project, the multitude of compelling structural requirements and the immense geometry of the 
article has rendered some engaging exampks for discussion, enticement, and for more comprehensive 
planning on future applications. 
The impetus for substituting filament wound case segments for the proven steel ones was the promise 
of graphite fibers' high speci'lc strength and stiffness to reduce the vehicle weight such as to increase the 
payload delivered from the Western Test Range by 18 percent. Existing operational constraints were 
imposed and resulting technical challenges identified. The case segmentation was to comply with current 
casting, transportation and erection facilities, but no comparable jointed filament wound pressure vessel 
had been manufactured to provide the necessary confidence to commit the project. Of equal importance 
was the structural requirement that the Shuttle System's existing load limits were not to be exceeded, but, 
again, no comparable stiffness and dispersion data was available. 
The Solid Rocket Booster Filament Wound Case (SRB FWC) program was preceded by two inde- 
pendent feasibility studies from February through October 198 1. Studies concluded that a filament wound 
motor case should be a low technical and schedule risk program. It demonstrated through subscale model 
tests that a segmented FWC was highly feasible and it particularly disclosed the current understanding, 
methodology, and data base for coping with the structural stiffness requirements of the Shuttle systems 
loads. It was immediately perceived that this compliance depended primarily on developing an appropriate 
composite material data base and on developing a brief test program to achieve it. To this end, large bottle 
test specimens were negotiated for developing the A-basis allowables, which included extensional elastic 
constant determination, instead of the standard and more economical 6-in. bottle specimen. Sensitivity 
studies, statistical sampling test, subscale and component verification for math model updating were 
incorporated into the finally negotiated project to minimize major technical problems on the more time 
cr i t id  fulbcale wound segments. The study could not dispel the suspicion of a scaling effect nor could 
those concerned communicate their concerns - scaling what and why? That was a bridge to come. 
The FWC development has certainly contended with its share of problems, including the in-situ 
membrane response, which almost deluded many participating composite analysts.The extent of this learning 
was demonstrated by the many significant baseline changes of the composite design. What began as a 
material compliance devoid of new concepts and fundamental insights, each new graphite bottle design and 
hydrotest uncovered mistaken computations and stiffness math modeling which persisted during most of 
the development phase. It was not until the third quarter-scale hydro and dynamics tests, when results were 
diligently examined and compared, that the unpredictabk responses suggested to the author a new awareness 
of essential phenomena that lead to discovering unexpected parameters which significantly modified the 
data analysis method and modeling techniques. 
i lr(i~!rc?~r F&,E ."d 
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Results pnsented in this paper are by no means conclusive but are intended to initiate a probe to 
force a solution into this obscure phenomena of fdament wound composites which is quite apart from the 
extensive application of graphite cloth. All data and techniques used by the author are presented in the hope 
that others inclined to hack at this elastic code may circumvent any prejudices and perhaps misguided 
intuitions incorporated into preliminary conclusions. Final conclusions will have to wait until the bulk of 
flight-type specimen are manufactured and hydro-proofed. 
At this writing, only one flight-type, fullscale FWC segment has been tested. It represents the largest 
jointed, graphite-epoxy vessel ever built to operate with an internal pressure of 1000 psi. A more striking 
distinction will be achieved when the FWC segments are man-rated. Nevertheless, a number of prescriptions 
for the general development achievements of the eh t i c  compliana are cledy evident. First and foremost 
was the indepth knowledge of composite mechanics, the fabrication experience and mastery of instrumenta- 
tion and meaningful testing demonstrated by the manufacturer through numerous reports, reviews, and 
discussi.ons. Of equal importance is that dynamicists were engaged in the composite description and elastic 
characteristics from the outset of the feasibility study. It follows that as the speaic strength of large elastic 
stmctures increases, the elastic potential energy becomes more critical and the loads and dynamicist role 
more prominent. That role becomes eminent in all phases of design, development and changes when struc- 
tural material is anisotropic. Finally, early Technical I n t e r c w  Meeting with associated contractors and 
centers were indispensible for the performance deficiencies reveakd that were more suitably assessed and 
resolved by the affected users. 
Special recognition is here due Dr. George McDonough for staffing this effort and for his encourage- 
ment during real time data flow and respective events that led to new basic conclusions that might otherwise 
have been lost to investigators. The author further acknowledges data and reports generated by W. Hill, J. 
York, J. Schutz and C. Kirchner from Hercules, Inc. that were ultimately wnstructed into Tables 1,3,5, 
6,7,8, and 9. 
II. FILAMENT WOUND CASE CONFIGURATION 
The solid rocket motor case of the Space Shuttle is segmented to simplify handling, shipping, a!.d 
propellant grain casti~g. The four filanient wouqd cylindrical segments shown in Figure 1 are fieldspliced 
EXIST- WEEL 
AFT CLQUIIE 
Figure 1. Solid rocket motor. 
by pinning the steel tang and ckvis rings as illustrated. Steel-tosteel joints arc essentially identical to the 
existing steel motor case and are interchangeable. The composite cylinder ends are joined to the steel rings 
by a similarfy pinned tang and clevis arrangement. The length of these segments is defined by field splice 
stations which are common to the steel motor case field joints. The two end domes and external tank 
attach segment are the existing steel configurations and are applicable to either steel or FWC segments. 
4 Because the FWC and existing steel motor case rnust be interchanged on the Solid Rocket Booster and 
must interface with existing Shuttle elements and launch facilities, the end result is that seven steel case 
segments are replaced by four composite segments. 
The composite shell is manufactured from graphite fibers wetted with epoxy and wound on an 
aluminum mandrel in layers. Each layer thickness and fiber direction varies by design to satisfy membrane 
stiffnesses and joint integrity. The membrane construction is dominant and consists of alternating hoop 
and balanced helical laminae. The layup is essentially symmetrical with the mid-thickness which avoids 
coupling between extensional and bending deformation so that the matrix BU = 0 forms a more efficient 
structure. The joint ends were thickened with interspersed layers of axiaIIy oriented fiber to reduce pin-hole 
bearing stresses and locai deformation. Each case segment is then cured at 390°F through a specified 
schedule. The inner surface is ultimately insulated with a rabber coaticg and cured at 290°F before casting 
the propellant grain. 
Ill. COMPOSITE STIFFNESS REQUIREMENTS 
Each FWC segment represents an orthotropic cylindrical shell that was optimized for structural 
strength and stiffness with weight. The shell is essentially subjected to in-plane loading (Fig. 2) so that the 
classical laminate plate theory ( 1 1 . is a con~enient 
basis for defining the symmetrical (or specially 
t R  
for extensional and 
Figure 2. Membrane element. 
1 for bending deformations. Consequently, all stiffness constraints and requirements imposed on the FWC 
performance were manifested by the Ai and D4 matrices which follow. 
ORIGINAL PAGE f$ 
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a) Axial Growth Rate is a critical stiffness constraint during thrust buildup because it excites struc 
tural components attached forward of the solid rocket booster, the e x t d  tank lox dome in particular. 
The thrust buildup rate was fixed so that the axial excursion between the forward and aft skirts was limited 
to 0.6 in. when subjected to combustion pressure of 1004 psig and 3.3SM Ib thrust. When the elongation 
resulting from joint tolerances and deformation was deducted, the elongation budgeted to the membrane was 
expressed by 
where 
R T 
~ , = p - - -  and Ne=PR 
2 2+R 
Since the case envelope and loads were constrained by existing Shuttle interfaces, the only opened parame- 
ters were the composite thickness and engineering elastic constants. When these were translated into matrix 
components of equation ( 1 ) by the relationships 
the elongation requirement was appropriately rewritten as 
b) Bending Axial stiffness was also specified to avoid the FWC fundamental frequencies from 
coupling with the vehicle control system frequencies of approximately 0.2 Hz. This stiffness was defined 
as the product of laminate variables 
- ,- 0RIGINF.L Fa-: , . .& 
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C) Radial Growth of the forward segment was restricted t o  not exceed the propellant grain tan- 
gential strain capability and was specified by 
d)  Structural Integrity of the membrane also implied a stiffness constraint. The tangential unit 
load was much larger than the axial unit load, equations (3), so that the hoop fiber ultimate strain was 
related t o  the hoop fibel ultimate stress, 
= Ef Ef 
OfUlt. L ult. 
because the hoop fiber strain is identically equal t o  the laminate tangential strain. 
e) The only requirement imposed on the bending stiffness matrix was that the Dij components be 
defined within the accuracy essential for modal analysis to support dynamics response studies and for 
buckling analysis t o  sustain water impact loads. 
Having implicitly related the laminate properties t o  constraints by the above equations, the design 
challenge was to  satisfy them all with minimum structural weight through material selections, winding 
geometries and controlled processing. The intermediate graphite fiber was selected because of its high 
specific strength and modulus, and its available data base along with economic considerations. The only 
structural requirement on the epoxy was its ability t o  bind the fibers togtther and effectively distribute 
the multi-axial loads. The primary criteria was therefore to select an epoxy that was compatible with manu- 
f a c t u ~ g  processes, handling, and operational environments. Performance wise, the lowest epoxy to  fiber 
mix ratio contributed the highest specific strength and stiffness in the fiber direction. 
Satisfying the FWC requirements through winding geometries was not so obvious and demands a 
brief review of all winding parameters available t o  the laminate designer and will be covered in Section IV. 
Even less obvious were the processing controls and independent parameters affecting the lamina which 
makeup the laminate and was the subject of this investigation. 
IV. LAMINATE DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Adjacent layers having common winding angles are identified as a lamina having orthotropic proper- 
ties with respect to its principal axes (Fig. 3), and are translatable to another set of axes such as the 
cylindrical axes. Because the wound lamina transverse properties in the 2direction are equal to those in the 
3 3direction, it is further classified as transversally 
orthotropic and the stress strain relationship, 
oi = [Cijl €J 
is characterized by a total of five elastic constants 
which are related to  engineering constants as 
1 follows: 
X E: 
Figure 3. Wound lamina coordinates. 2  E l  4 2 ' 7 2  
All other matrix components are either symmetrical or zero. 
The FWC is plied in the hoop lamina with thz fiber 1-direction oriented a~ cr = 90 deg from the 
cylinder x-axis and the balanced helical laminae are oriented at some specified +cr and -u angles. Sum of all 
hoop lamina thickness to total laminate thickness, 
x h o o p  thickness 
H =  
Laminate thickness 
is a useful design index if all hoop lamina properties are identical, otherwise, a modified ratio is necessary. 
To correlate the hoop and helical lamina prope~~ties t o a common axis, cylinder x-axis, a fourth order 
transformation is used with equations (8) t o  give the transformed reduced stiffness: 
(10) 
(Cont.) 
where m = c o w  and n = sina. 
Integrating these hoop and helical plied laminae properiies over the laminate thickness in accordance 
with Figure 4, 
N 
+ + :T Aij = C (Cij)k [zk - " ( K - ~ ) I  K - N  k= 1 K N 
3 3 D ~ ~ = C  (cij)k [ z ~ - Z ( ~ - ~ )  1 7 
tl2 k= 1 
~ ( K - I )  I 
results into the laminate stiffness components where 
A1 1 and are in the cylinder x and 0 axes to  
- - conform with constraint equations (4): ( S ) ,  (6 ) ,  
MID-PLANE / and (7). 
Figure 4. N-plied laminate about mid-plane. Note that the laminate stiffnesses of 
equation (1 1) incorporate only three independent 
variables, a, H and t If the designer increases the thickness to satisfy the constraint equations of Section 111, 
he will violate the minimum weight requirement. If he increases th: wrap angle or  the hoop ratio, he satisfies 
the axial growth and bending stjffness but encroaches on the grain and case integrity (Fig. 5). An optimiza- 
tion was indicated during the feasibility study, but until the stiffness property dispersions were deve!oped, 
margins could not be reahtically assigned to  thesc constraints. 
Figure 5. Stiffness sensitivities. 
A minor infrinsement on optimum design WAS that all segments were specified to have a common 
helical angle and hoop ratio so that a single cemposite system with "A-baris" properties and dispersion need 
be developed. The variation of combustiol: pressure and external toads acting along the total length of the 
FWC were satisfied by varying segment laminate thickness. The resulting wei_eht increase was not significant 
compared to the benefits of cost and sched~~les. 
V. LAMINA PRELIM!NARY MODEL 
Given that the fiber. resin and mix have been ideally selected. how might they be modeled to  repro- 
duce an expcrimcntally derived lamina elastic response was the next consideration. The Halpin-Tsai [? ]  
model is extensively used and was favored for this study. The Halpip-Tsai equations not only contain 
parameters that may be adjtlsted for manufastucng variaticns. but they reduce the more r ip~rous model to  
an approximate form consisting of 
to bound the lower limit properties and the rule of niixtures 
to bound thc upper limit properties when the constant t -+ 00. M symbolizes the elastic property to  be 
determined and the known input fiber and matrix (resin) properties are respectively subscripted. Because 
the Halpin-Tsai constant, [, was experimentally derived for each new lamina system, it also compensated 
Tor ineptly defined constituent properties. This feature war exploited in defining the HBRF-55A resin 
input properties. Over a dozen neat resin samples were cured. pastcured, and uniaxially tested. The tensile 
modulus spread was between 0.36 and 0.60 Msi and a mean of Em = 0.49 Msi was estimattd for the model. 
Other neat resin properties were also estimated because the real strain state was uncertain and the model 
was convenientl\ forgiving. 
The AS4W-12K graphite fiber properties measured from each lot are listed in Table 1. Orthotropic 
?roperties of the tlber were estimated from References 4 through 7 for carbon filament (less thm 3000°F 
e x p m )  and noted in Table 2. 
TABLE 1. FIBER LOT PROPERTIES AS4W - 1 ZK GRAPHITE 
TABLE 2. ASSUMED CARBON FILAMENT PROPERTIES 
r I 
I Modulus MSI 
Pf 3 1b.h 
0.0657 
0.0654 
0.0646 
0.0648 
0.0648 
0.0652 
0.0649 
0.0647 
0.0642 
Symbol 
E f ~  
'~LT 
v f ~  
L 
7 
Area 
per tow- 
lo4 in.- 
7.321 
7.358 
7.55 1 
7.315 
7.054 
7.066 
7.105 
7.397 
7.530 
Secant 
3 5 
34 
36.7 
35.8 
34 
34.1 
34.7 
34.7 
35.3 
34.9 
34.5 
35.9 
35.5 
35 
35.3 
34 
Lot 
So. 
607-31 
607-31 
607-3N 
607-3P 
61 6-4F 
6 1 74F  
6 1 74G 
6 1 8-3C 
6 19-3A 
62 1-3.4 
629-3C 
63G3A 
6324B 
634-4F 
634-46 
640-4B 
1 
0.0654 1 7.037 
0.0652 7.101 
7.435 
0.0644 7.547 
7.385 
E 
1 
33.5 
33 
35 
34 
33 
33 
33 
33 
34 
34 
34 
34 
33 
34 
34 
32.6 
Orthotropic Properties 
Transverse Young Modulus, Msi 
Transverse Shear Modulus, Msi 
Longitudinal Poission's Ratio 
Nominal 
2.2 
3.3 
0.29 
To model the series connected constituents. equation ('1 2). a series of simulated lamina tubes were 
tested to  determine the Halpin-Tsai constatrt. Cylinders 4-in. in diameter were wwnd in hoop only and then 
cured and post cured. Fortyeight specimens we= cut to  3411. lengths and each was fust tested in torsion 
well below the ultimate and then stressed in tension until failure. Results are summarized in Tabie 3. 
TABLE 3. LAMINA TUBE TEST RESULTS [3] 
1 i I ! S y n b l  Lamina Properties Nominal Percent C.V. 1 
1 E9 - Trdnwerse Modulus. Msi 1 0.99 ; 9 i 
! €1 Ultimate Transverse Strain. percent 1 3.193 - 
-ULT ; i i , 
I vt ' F r k r  Volume. percent , 51 .2 - 
I 
1 Vd i Void Volume. percent ! 5.9 ! i - 
L I i j 
The resin modulii were degraded for voids. 
and substituted illto the rearranged equation ( 1 2) 
Transverse prnpenies (Table 2) and 4-in. tube lamina test results (Table 3) were wad wit5 equation (15) t o  
obtain the Halpin-Tsai constants for the cpoxy dominated lamina moduiii: 
Young Transverse. t~ = I,? 
In-Plane Shear, [G = 2.7 
The lamina moduius in the fiber direction and the major Poisson's ratio are m l e l  connected 
mixtures and comply with the rule of mixtures. eq~lation (13). Correction for void content is unnecessary 
because it is offset by the multistrain state of the resin. The lamina prelimiqary stiffness characteristics were 
accordingly modeled by 
Selected design cmditions of 
were incorporated to predict the FWC lamina elastic pnperties (Table 4). 
TABLE 4. LAMINA PRELIMINARY PROPERTIES 
r 
Symbol 1 Lamina Design Properties Nominal 
I 
E 1 Longitudinal Hodulur. Msi ' :8.6 
I I 
Poisson's Ratio 1 1 v12 j I 0e3 I 
E. 
- 
Before winding. the mandrel is covered with a 0.02-in. thick graphite cloth to  problde a smooth 
interface and serve as an inner szrface protective structure during the insuhtion coating process. A similar 
sixface is provided on quarter scale articles by a 0.02-in. thick glass cloth to  scale down its cofitribution to  
the total stiffness. In each case. the cloth is assumed to act as a lamina 0-01-in. thick in the woof direction 
and 0.0 l -in. lamina in the warp direction. Respective laminae properties are Iisted in Table 5 .  
Transverse Modulus. Msi 1.0 
I C12 Shear Modulus, Msi 
I i 0.7 I 
TABLE 5. CLOTH LAMINA PROPERTIES 
VI. LAMINATE PERFORMANCE TESTS 
As is frequently the Lax.  developin_g experimental evidence to verify design predictions is the most 
technically exacting and programmatically demanding phase of many high performance projects. Testing 
tasks are ftirther compounded when a statistical basis is imposed on subscale specimen. 
Symbol 
' E l  
In reviewing constraint equations ( 5 )  through (7). it was noted that all but one could be directly 
verified by measuring the axial and hoop strains during hydrotest. It was then believed that since the most 
common proixdure for establishing the A-basis strength of a laminate system was to hydroburst numerous 
6-in. bottles. appropriate instrumentation might ride on larger bottles t o  back out. statistically (8 1 the most 
significant elastic constants using acceptance tested fiber of 10 or  more lots. 
Elastic Properties 
Longitudinal Modulus. Msi 
The specimen selected was a 20-in. diameter bottle based on expediency and cost. The bottle was 
desi-ed to be wound on a u n d  mandrel covered with 0.06 in. cured silicone rubber. End closures weie 
wrapped with the baselined 29deg helical angle fihers. though these end domes were intended for a 25deg 
wrap angle. The windinj sequence was heticd-hoop-helical-hoophelical for a total thickness of 0.181 in. 
and stress ratio of helical to hoop of 0.29. Layer thicknesses and properties varied according to  the fiber 
lot used. Bottles were cured and pcstxured iil a 6 to  i nitrogen-air environment. The bottles were instru- 
mented with 3 linear variable differential transformers (LVDT) t o  measure axial displacement and three 
linear potentiometers (LP) to  measure hoop growth. Strain gauges were also applied along the principal axes 
for com parison. 
t I 
Glass 
6.6 
Manufacturing complication with the compromised mandrel emerged at once. Though the helical 
angle was only 4 dcg in excess of the available 25deg mandrel. fibers b g n  to siip at the dome ends until 
the winding operator learned to  manually resist the slipping wetted tow. This operator influence was net 
expected to  restore the programmed uniform wLx!ing tension on the fiber. The second objection of the 
sand mandrel was that the expansion of the full ~ c d e  aluminum mandrel durng cure was not being simu- 
lated. Both objections were believed to cause slack fibers resulting in low fiber strength and large dispersions. 
Nevertheless, this series designated as ABA specimen, provided an excellent opportunity to  assess instru- 
mentation influences and laminate response verification limitations. 
1.6 
0 71 
Graphite 
1 7.4 
i 
€9 - f Transverse Modulus, Msi 
G12 i Shear Modulus. Wsi 
1 
On instrumentation, LVDT proved to  be far superior fcr measuring axial strains consistently and 
accurately than strain gauges. However. measuring LVDTS was very sensitive to membrane discontinuity 
stress waves which were noted t o  propagate w e r  3C thicknesses from the dome-cylinder intersection. The 
LP's consistently measure hoop strains about 4 percent low. 
2 .O 
0.76 
i i 
v1 2 1 Poisson's Ratio 
1 
0.78 1 , 0.25 
L 
Strength and strain dispersions were exorbitantly large though the last 34 bottles, identified as ABA2 
series. were an improvement over the f i t  batch because the operator influence improved. Properties and 
' 
hydrotest data for these ABAZ specimen are documented in Table 6. Later they were abandoned as "A- 
basis" data. but are included here for scaling trends. 
i In the meantime, the quarterwsak model case segments were being developed as deliverable articles 
to verify the 1 WC dynamics response for on-pad, liftoff, nominal flight. and burnout conditions. The seg- 
mented case was 350 in. long with an inside diameter of 36.25 in. measured at the membrane. Metal and 
composite joints simulated those of the full-scale article and the helical wrap angle was that of the pre- 
liminary baseline. 229 deg. 
A number of these segments were scheduled to be hydroproofed to verify the membrane response 
as well as joint integrity. Ttis test series was ideniified as DV-36 specimen. To insure that the composite 
experienced the same thermal exposure as the full scale. a post-cure was imposed on the segment after it 
was removed from the mafidrel to  simulate Liner vulcanizing environment. It was here discovered that this 
post-cure caused intolerable radial dimensional changes attributed to stress relief. All subsequent egments 
were specified to be stress relieved before machining composite ends for joint adapter rings t o  avoid 
locked-in discontinuity stresses during liner cure. 
Based on the fint  three hydroburst specimens. it was noted that the average fiber strength increased 
10 percent over the ABAZ specimen and was concluded that the DV-36 series was more representative of the 
manufacturing and cure processes because of the improved mandrel and tlre increased lamina layers. The 
"A-basisn allowable test emphasis was switched from the 34 specimen ABA2 series to the 20 specimen 
DV-36 series. Manufacturing and hydrotest data for 18 specimens are listed in Table 7. 
The quarterscale dynamics test articles were manufactured and hydroproofed before delivery and 
results are listed in Table 8. Though these eight segments belong t o  the DV-36 family of specimens. they 
were characterized separately in this study for comparison. 
The laminate baseline was updated at the Critical Design Review. Quarter+-ale segments of the 
deliverable structural test article (STA) were manufactured with the updated lamkate system. A variety of 
structural tests were performed on this quarterscale series designated as STA Jr. and results from hydrotests 
are noted in Table 9. 
Only three fulscale test articles have k e n  manufactured and hydrotested. These articles represent 
the aft segment of the FWC and only the DA003 is of the flight-type composite system. Data reported in 
Table 10 was considered preliminary at the time of this investigation. 
In all the above tables. the fiber volume fraction was calculated from 
where the void fraction was assumed. Vd = 0.05. and the resin ratio by weight was controlled at W, = 
0.327. 
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TABLE 6. ABA2 PROPERTIES AND HYDROTEST DATA 
3 Layers at t29 deg balanced 
3 Layers at - 29 deg Helical 
2 Layers at 89.4 deg. Hoop 
p, = 0.0437 Ib/in. 3 
Hydio press. P = 1267 p i g  
H = 0.2773 avg. 
Ef = 33.6 MSI, C.V. =?.I% 
I.D. = 20 in. 
Sp. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
1: 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
I8 
!9 
20 
21 
22 
7 * 
,-r 
24 
25 
26 
27 
18 
29 
30 
31 
33 
34 
- 
*Cor:scted to stiain gauge 
Percent C.V. 3 -2 19.6 2.4 2.4 2.4 0.044 10.7 6.3 
k d 
Vd 
Percent 
5.6 
6.5 
6.1 
5.1 
1 -6 
5.1 
5.7 
5.6 
6.2 
4 -1 
5.1 
7.3 
7 -1 
6.3 
6.7 
6.7 
4 3 
5.7 
9 .5 
Fiber 
Lot No. 
616-4F 
607-31 
6G7-3J 
6 1 7 4  
6 1 7 6  
6174G 
621-3A 
621-3.9 
621-3A 
6173F 
6171F 
607-3P 
618-3C 
618-3C 
607-35 
607-3s 
0174F 
607-3P 
607-3P 
618-3C 
618-3C 
607-3s 
v c 
Pcrant 
55.8 
54-4 
54.0 
53.1 
56-2 
53.8 
52.8 
56.3 
51.9 
52.5 
53-7 
53.5 
53.4 
56.0 
539 
52.0 
54.0 
53.3 
52.2 
52.8 
53.6 
j 54.1 
Ttucknesses, inch 
Hehcd Hoop 
Layer Layer Total 
I I 
607-3N 1 53-2 
Load. Nx 
Ib/in. 
0.1768 
0.1852 
0.1852 
0.1781 
0.1781 
0.17Sl 
0.1768 
0.1763 
0.1768 
0.!776 
0.1776 
0.1826 
0.1852 
0.1852 
0.1889 
0.416 - 
0.0446 
0.0146 
0.0429 
0.0429 
0.043 
0.0426 
0.0126 
0.0116 
0.0428 
0.0128 
0.0140 
0.0446 
0.0446 
0.0155 
62769 
6275.7 
6275.7 
6279.0 
6279.0 
6279.0 
: / 0.0446 
5.8 i 0.C155 
629-3C 
627-3C 
629-3C 
L 
Percent Strains 
Measured 
. 
€x 
0.0245 
0.0257 
0.0257 
0.0147 
0.0247 
0.0247 
0.0245 
0.0245 
0.0245 
0.0246 
0.0246 
0.0253 
Lt.0257 
9.0257 
0.0262 
0.1293 0.8500 
0.1226 0.8499 
0.1135 0.8555 
0.1158 0.8400 
0.1364 0.8864 
0.1886 0.8201 
0.0257 
6 9 
5 -9 
4.2 
4.9 
56-4 
57.4 
59.2 
0.0155 
0.0128 
0.0440 
0.0140 
0.0116 
6377.3 0.1318 0.8973 
0.1852 
0.0455 
0.0430 
0.0430 
0.0430 
Mean 54.2 
6279 5 / 0.141 1 0.0838 
6176.9 ' 0.i241 0.8469 
5.98 0.04374 
6276.9 
6279.1 
0.0262 1 0.1889 
0.0261 0.1S89 
6.0262 0.1889 
0.1291 0.8635 
0.1369 09595 
0.0246 
0.0253 
0.0253 
0.0257 
0.0247 
0.0247 
0.0247 
0.1776 
0.1826 
0.1826 
0.1852 
0.1784 
0.1784 
0.1784 
6279.1 0.:357 0.9882 
6279.1 1 0.1340 09772 
0.02517 0.1815 
6279.5 
6'79.5 
6279.5 
6279.2 
6179.2 
6277.7 
6276.9 
6276.9 
6275.7 
6275.7 
6279.2 
6277.7 
6277.7 
6276.9 
0.1250 0.9540 
0.1175 0.9750 
0.1210 0.9374 
0.1364 1.0286 
0.1 176 0.9419 
0.1335 0.9143 
0.1319 0.8767 
0.1182 0.9209 
0.1322 0.7947 1 
0.1192 0.7847 
0.1368 0.8667 
0.1268 0.8893 
0.1268 0.8775 
0.1304 0.8480 

TABLE 8. Q. S. DYNAMICS ARTICLES PROPERi'ES 
t 
Q-S. 
Number 
1 -F 
1 -FC 
I -AC 
1 -A 
2-F 
2-FC 
2-AC 
2-A 
TABLE 9. STA JR. PROPERTIES AND HYDROTEST DATA 
Angle, deg 
No. Layers 
Graphite thickness 0.28 16 in. 
Glass cloth 0.02 in. 
Total thickness 0.301 6 in. 
Fiber Lot No. 
Angle, deg 
No. Layers 
Layer thickness 
Fiber Volume, Vf 
Mean 
Percent C .V. 
- 
Fiber 
Lot Number 
607-3 1 
607-31 
607-3 I 
607-3 I 
607-3N 
6 174F 
74F 
'4F 
'Layer Thickness I.D. = 36.25 in. 
Unit laad, Nx = 8991 lblin. H = 0.3025 
Hydrotest pressure. p = 1000 psig 
SP No. 
DV-36 
-2 5 
-26 
-2 7 
-28 
-3 1 
-33 
-3 5 
-3 6 
-3 8 
1;lical iomp Glass cloth 0.02 in. thick 
640-4B 630-3A Voids, Vd = 5 Percent 
k33.5 Total thickness, t = 0.3 14 in. 
H = 0.245 
0.0 185 0.0 144 I.D. = 36.25 in. 
55.0% 55.3% 
f 
(%I 
61.9 
61 -3 
60.5 ' 
56.6 
58.0 
55.8 
62.5 
60.2 
vd 
(%I 
0 
1 .O 
0.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.6 
0.5 
0.8 
56.9 0.96 
4.1 61.0 
Measured 
Thickness 
0.335 
Measured 
Thickness 
(in.) 
0.292 
0.307 
0.293 
0.307 
0.306 
0.285 
0.279 
0.280 
Mean 
Percent C.V. 
0.294 
3.8 
Hydro 
Pressure 
psi13 
1102 
1108 
1108 
1114 
1114 
1110 
1114 
1118 
1110 
1 * 
Percent Strains 
Measured 
11 10.9 
4.0 
- 
0.1860 
0.1743 
0.1877 
0.1927 
0.1781 
0.2052 
0.2069 
0.1458 
0.1846 
9.8 
Load 
I% 
Ib/in. 
9905.5 
9959.5 
9959.5 
10013.4 
10013.4 
9977.4 
10013.4 
10049.3 
9977.4 
€8 
0.8300 
0.8280 
0.8900 
0.8200 
0.8500 
0.9440 
0.9430 
1.0300 
0.89 19 
7.8 
9985.4 
4.0 
Percent Strains 
Measured 
0.0650 
0.0400 
0.0424 
0.044 1 
0.0442 
0.056 12 
0.04322 
0.04838 
0.05548 
0.04882 
16.0 
€8 
0.9554 
0.9560 
0.9904 
1.0086 
0.9981 
0.9443 
1.0010 
0;9753 
0.9 186 
0.97197 
2.9 
TABLE 10. FULL-SCALE SEGMENT PROPERTIES AND TEST DATA 
*Includes 0.02 in. graphite cloth 
1.D. = 145.23 in. 
Sp. Number 
DAWl 
DA002 
DA003 
A 
Percent Strains 
Measured f 
Percent 
55.2 
55.1 
58.0 
0.05 144 
0.05750 
0.05043 
' 8  
0.9670 
0.9850 
1.0086 
A 
Winding Lay up. 
Hoop angle, deg 
No. layers 
Thickness 
No. layers 
Thickness 
Helical angle, deg 
No. layers 
Thickness 
No. layers 
Thickness 
No. layers 
Thickness 
No. layers 
Thickness 
- 
Hoop ratio, H 
Fiber Lot No. 
Hydro pressure, psig 
* 
DAOO 1 
90 
4 
0.03 12 
9 
0.0156 
+3 1.85 
28 
0.03 195 
0.2283 
634-4F 
-4G 
90 1 
DA002 
90 
4 
0.0306 
9 
0.01 53 
*3 1.85 
28 
0.03 13 
0.2288 
636% 
-4L 
92 1 
Load 
Nx 
lblin. 
32453 
33182 
37962 
1 
Thickness* 
inches 
DA003 
90 
4 
0.03048 
11 
0.0 1 524 
233.55 
6 
0.0 156 
14 
0.03 12 
6 
0.052 
2 
0.03 12 
0.234 
1051 
T 
Calculated 
1.181 
1.143 
1.308 
Measured 
1.447 
The axial unit loading experienced by the surface mounted gauges was approximated by 
and the thickness of the glass cloth used in quarterscale specimen wa3 reduced by its stiffness contribution 
to provide an effective laminate thickness of 
where t' is the laminate thickness minus the glass cloth thickness and subscript g refers to glass cloth proper- 
ties. 
As previously mentioned, hydrotests will verify most of the project compliance except the bending- 
axial stiffness and the diagonal components of Aij and Dij matrices. Equation (5) may be directly verified 
by uniaxial tests of dog-bone specimens from full-scale articles. One set of such tests has been performed on 
DA003 membrane, 
More tests are scheduled on this flight-type membrane which will include uniaxial tests in the hoop . 
direction and beam tests on specimen with hoop and axial orientations. Results of these tests will, of course, , 
be used to  correlate hydrotest analyses. 
VII. LAMINATE VERIFICATION ANALYSIS 
If the laminate performance of a flight-type segment has been verified directby by hydrotest and 
was accepted, why labor over updating the math model? The primary purpose for developing a fme-tuned 
elastic model was to  predict the response for "all" FWC operational loading conditions such as static f ~ g ,  
on-pad cantilevered mode, liftoff and twang transients, ascent flight and reentry through splash-down 
environments. Included among the loading conditions imposed on the FWC is the acceptance hydroproof 
test which is comparable to foregoing development hydrotests. If the math model cannot reasonably predict 
principal strains for a hydroproof test, then there is serious concern that the manned FWC will comply with 
critical flight environments. It would seem that the bonanza of composite development data represented by 
Tables 6 through 10 should provide an adequate basis for formulating required laminate math madels. 
The laminate preliminary stiffness components were forthrightly calculated with estimated average 
lamina properties, Table 4 and equation (1 1). Results for the six different development specimens are noted 
in Table 11. These stiffness components cannot be verified directly but may be backed out from a variety 
of tests relating stresses and strains. Instrumenting all scheduled hydroproof articles was not only a prudent 
choice but assured maximum data return. Iiydrotests were performed with closed ends so that unit load 
equations were reduced t c  
and because both laminate Iayup and shell geometry are symmetrical, laminate shear is nulled which further 
reduced constitutive relations of equations (1) t o  two biaxial strain equations, 
involving three elastic properties. Here was the analytical challenge of the hydrotest program, how t o  
decrease the infinite possible sets of equation (20) solutions to  the most likely one. 
TABLE 1 1. ESTIMATED LAMINATE PROPERTIES 
(Lamina Modeled from Section V) 
To start, equations (20) were rewritten to  separate laminate stiffness parameter from response 
parameters, predicted or obtained from hydrotest, 
Parameters 
A1 1 MPP~ 
A22 MPPi 
A1 2 MPP~ 
A66 MPP~ 
Dl 1 KPi 
D22 KPi 
Dl 2 KPi 
D66 K P ~  
g 1 
82 MPPi 
DV-36 
2.439 
2.1 11 
0.667 
0.783 
19.66 
1 1.59 
5.2 1 
6.02 
5.419 
1.117 
QS1,2 
2.453 
2.1 19 
0.672 
0.787 
19.97 
1 1.75 
5.29 
6.12 
5.463 
1.121 
DAOO 1,2 
9.745 
7.452 
3.253 
3.716 
1 130.0 
834.0 
365.0 
417.0 
17.164 
3.821 
ABA2 
1.568 
1.230 
0.438 
0.510 
5.078 
2.121 
1.415 
1.612 
7.621 
0.640 
DAM3 
10.300 
8.549 
3.898 
4.367 
1468.0 
1253.0 
530.7 
603.9 
19.633 
4.372 
STA. Jr 
2.347 
2.087 
0.866 
0.987 
19.69 
14.28 
6.96 
7.90 
10.783 
1.084 
I 
The second expression might just as easily be related to  the hoop unit load. It turned out that these 
two ratios conveniently and completely characterized the behavior of a pressurized composite membrane 
and are here coined as gn-characteristics or constraints. Calculated stiffness properties, Table 11, were used 
to  predict the &-characteristics of equation (21) to compare with those determined from hydrotest data. 
T a~proach was adequate for comparing between predictions with an individual test. To derive these 
c~~aracteristics from multiple data of a particular configuration, a curve-fitting method was used with Tables 
6 through 9. 
It was noted that both expressions in equation (21) are of the form 
and the problem was t o  calculate the "best fit" yi and xi from n-paired observations. Using least square 
method, P is chosen t o  minimize 
Differentiating with respect to  and setting to zero yields the normal equation 
Results from hydrotest specimen are listed in Table 12. 
Since hydrotest provides the g-characteristics of equations (21): h .er equation is required to  
resolve the three stiffness properties of the test article. That eqliation wa* fon..dated [a] from the principle 
of lease square where the sum of the square of the difference; between th:' nbserved, Aij, and the estimated, 
A A,j, parameters results is the smallest possible. This principle is expressed in functional form by 
f(Aij) = ( k l  1 - A1 + (A2* - + (Al2 - A ~ ~ ) ~  = min. 
The estimated parameters were derived from preliminary equations (1 7) whose values are listed in Table 1 1. 
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TABLE 12. HYDROTEST DERIVED CHARACTERISTICS 
(TabIes 6 through 10) 
Using the Lagrange multipliers, A,, the function.' equation is minimized while satisfying the con- 
straints, gn, by the expression 
[ 
No. Bottles 
gl 
g2, MPP~ 
Rewriting the constraint equations (2 l ) ,  
and substituting with equations (23) into equation (24) gives 
Qs 1,2 
8 
Making equation (26) stationary with respect t o  the observed variables, .4ij, 
DV-36 
18 
4.77 4.96 
ABA2 
26 
1 .oo 
19.35 
1.026 / 3.764 20'o I 
DO0 1,2 
2 
6.77 
0.696 
STA. Jr. 
9 
1.03 
17.91 
3.303 
- 
1 
PA003 
1 
oEiGs;~:*% : . -. + 
OF POOR CL.*L. ,--< 
and solving for A1 and h? - from the first two and substituting into the third gives the desired third equation 
The Pljewton iterat~ve method 191 was used to solve nonlinear algebraic equations simultaneously by 
expanding in Taylor series about a first approximation and keeping only the fmt,  such as, 
etc. 
Sutstit ' l tiz~ ir,ta equations ( 2 5 )  and (27) and solving for Sij and then adding these values to  the first 
(9 approximation to yield a second approximation. the procedure is iterated until iij converges. The three 
simultaneous equations written in final form are 
A A A 
1(2g1 - I )  (Al1 - 2al 1)-gl  g3 - ?Al2 + ?alZ (gl + 1)l a1  + [(2gl - 1) (?a?? - - -A22) 
A 
-%I  gz-81 i l l + a 1 2 ( 8 1  '411 611+[2a11 - - (81 + 1)-?gI  A l l  - 4 i 2 2 - 2 b l  l2 
7 A 
+a2j(4+g1)1 = a i l  (3g- l ) - a I I  [ A I I  ( 2 g - l ) - g l  ez-'A121 
A 
- a1 1 (261 + 2) + "17 - ( 2 g l ~ 1 1 '  4 i 2 2  + 281 g2) - a ]  2 a22 (4 + gl)  
A A 2 A 
-a22 [A92 (1  -%1)-48l g2 -!!I Al21 -a22 - 11-81 82 A11 
f i  A 
- 4gl 62 A22 - 2gl g2 A1 2 
Equations (28) through (3C1) are of the form 
where tiij was solved by Cramefs rule through the following expressions 
In using thr' a b v e  outlined approach. the "most probable" observed properties for each set oi 
hydrotest articles may be determined if the "estii~ated" and "observed are Just a few percentam off, 
otherwise. th: estimated modeling should be open to  doubt. Table 13 lists the calculated "'obsemed" 
properties f ~ r  all six sets of hydrotests and Tabie 14 provides the comparison in percentage between tire 
estimated and obsen-ed. which a t  a gance was bewildering. Here were over a hundred articles built and tested 
to  the same specifications. but the prediction disparity ranged 40 percent under t o  30 percent over. Further- 
more. no pattern was discernable as to  article site or response dependency. Since the laminate is defined 
solely by the layup geometries of laminae layers. differences between observed and estimated must be com- 
pensated by adjusting the lamina elastic models. That was like dumping another eight unknown variables 
with only two characteristic equations to resolve them: the observed laminate properties of Table 13 were 
suspect by the resulting gross disparity: therefore were not counted. 
TABLE 13. OBSERVED LAMINATE PROPERTIES 
[Equations (25) and (27)l 
DA003 
10.273 
7.365 
3.250 
23 
STS. Jr. 
2.349 
2.005 
0.904 
WO1,2 
9.723 
6.568 
2.8 20 
ABA2 
1.570 
1.323 
0.464 
Laminate I Stiffness 
A1 1 MPPI 
A22 Mypi 
A1 - 3 Mppi 
- 
QS 1 ,:! 
2.425 
1.897 
0.492 
DV-36 
2.420 
1.95 1 
0.542 
TABLE 14. DEPARTURE OF ESTLWATED FROM OBSERVED PROPERTIES 
(Percent) 
Surely not all lamina properties wel-e causing gl  and g- characteristic disparity and with some well- 
- 
I 
A1 2 
grounded judgement. unknown variables may be r e d u d  to  a manageable few. To gain this insight. a 
sensitivity analysis of the gchancteristics with respect t o  lamina elastic properties was developed. Appendix 
A* 
The sensitivities of the six sets of specimen were noted t o  vary slightly with geometr). but the 
following generalizations are applicable to  all. 
' 14.4 I 1  j -1 -8 
I 13.6 P2 12.1 1 8 A  - 7.5 5.6 16.2 i 
Qs-1.2 
The g, characteristic is the most difficult to  adjust. It is most sensitive to  the hoop lamina Ion& 
- 
tudinal modulus and moderately sensitive (an order of magnitude) t o  the lamina tannenc and inplane 
shear modulii. i t  is least sensitive to the helical lamina longitudinal modulu: and hoop lamina transverse 
modulus. 
The g1 characteristic is nrost sensitive t o  longitudinal moduiii of both helical and hoop lamina. It 
is one order of magnitude less sensitive to the helical transveme modulus and least sensitive to  the hoop 
lamina transverse modulus 
DV-36 
It appeared that g, - must be adjusted first by modifying the hoop lamina longitudinal modulus (El)  
by 
1.1 0.7 
because it is l e a  sensitive to  adjustments of g l  which follows. This was performed for each set of specimen. 
What resulted was that the g~ - adjustment intensely aggravated the disparity of g l  characteristic. The new g l  
was adjusted similarly to equation (33). Recalling that g l  is most sensitive to  the longitudinal modulus of 
the helical lamina. it was modifed as noted in Table 15. 
In spite of the directness of this approach, a number of serious difficulties turned up that were 
contrary to  experience. While some modification of the in-situ lamina modulii was expected. a 50 percent 
reduction of the fiber dominated modulus is not conceivable, especially in the hoop lamin4 - the mechanism 
is just not there. That one alone was sufficient cause to  dismiss this mode of modification and other 
difficulties became academic. 
11.7 I 8-2 - 7.0 13.5 4.1 16.1 
36.6 23.2 - 4.2 1 S.4 
ABAZ STA. Jr. W01.2 
0 
A 1 
- 0.1 0.2 1 0.3 1 
TABLE 15. W I N A  TRIAL COMPLIANCE W I T H  TE!X gi AND g2 
No doubt the lamina properties must be modifKd for insitu conditions. but results must pas the 
test of experience however limited at this time. 
VIII. IAlSiTU LAMINA MOOELS 
In the manufacturing and curing p-. laminate kyers experience a wide gradation of polymer 
changes and imposed contact stnins (winding tension. cure and thennai shrinkage. etc.). Intuitively. one 
might expect the resin connected properties to be especially affected with hoop layers unlike hetical ones 
and thick layers unlike thin ones. Alefled by this possibility and guided by results of Section VII and insights 
from the sensitivity analysis. the approach for modifying the lamina model t o  satisfy test data was obvious. 
fint reduce the resin connected modulii as related to  manufacturing phenomena and then make up the 
remaining disparity with fiber connected moduli adjustments. 
=A. Jr. 
17 
-24 
- 5 
19.5 
k 
Modifid Puuntten 
g- .. compliana 
ch;mg El. msi 
R w l t  g percent 
The frnt step was crucial t o  the success of the model and it triggered many collected thoughts and 
observations of tow winding and resin distribution. In the beginning. the prepared resin is checked for con- 
sistency but its tackiness cha~- with time. The stiffer resin may affect the fiber coating and change the 
resin-to-fiber ratio and it may also resist compaction and coalescences of adjacent tows. Consequences would 
be to decrease the lamina modulii and mcrease the article thickness over that predicted. This occurrence. 
though ignored. is well known to  the industry. But in this investigation it provided a basis for scaling - 
TIME scaling of the winding process related t o  resin content and bonding. 
DA003 
IS 
-374 
- 15 
2 1.5 
A 
ABA:! 
20 
9 
- 
3 
18.2 
Time para~ne ter rigllthlly belongs in the polymer chemistry domain. nevertheless. it may be roughly 
related to  some available geometric properties of the different set of articles such as 
DA1.2 
15 
765 
6 1 
r -6 11 7 
@ 1 2  
16 
60 
where N, t are number of layers and thickness of a laminate and S refers to the scale size of the article. 
DV 
I7 
53 
IS 
15.8 
g1 compliance i 
Ch=N!S €1- ~e-1 
El, msi 
16 
15.5 
ORlGfNAL PASP is 
OF POOR QUALITV 
Anct5er phenomena affecting the resin con- 
nected modulii, not time dependent, was realized 
here. Winding tension on the tow (Fi. 6) is fairly FREE 
constant for all size art icb.  wrap angles. and layers. 
Yet the surface geometry can be shown to  vary 
which has a distinct effect on the tow sprearl. Assum- 
ing the general caw of helical winding. the n~andrel 
profile near the tow tangeni point may be approxi- 1' 
mated as an ellip* with R and " b  minor and major ELLIPSE 
x m t i x e s  respectivel>. The equilibrium equation - FUOFILE 
normal t o  the tow is I X 
do do 
K r r d 8 - ( F + d F ) s i n T -  F sin T = 0 
- - MYOREL 
Figure 6.  Winding tension effect on tow. 
and 5, = F r (35) 
The physical significance of this expression is that for constant tow tension. the normal unit Ioad 
acting on the tow is inverse!); proportional to  the radius of curvative "r." Since the ability of the tow to  
spread (flatten) and touch the adjacent tow is related to the normal Ioad. then the extent of coalacences 
and voids (gps) between them is &pndei?t on the radiu. of curvature at the toi. lead-in tangent point 
(Fig. 6!. 
The ~lIiptic31 protiir may be better expressed in wiird-ng terms such that the major semi-axis is 
b = Ritan a where a = l~elical wind angle. For a hoop wound lamina. b = R so that tan a= 1 and the radius 
of curvative is identi~ally tile illadre1 radius K and the normal unit Ioad is inversely proportional to the 
mandrel radius by equation (35). For !+e helical wound lamina. the radius of curvature is 
' 4 -9 3 , 2  r =  [x -  tan a+y-1 R' tan2 a 
for a < 45 deg. At the point of interest. n = 0 and y = R so that the radius of curvature is r = ~ j t a n ~  a 
and the nomial unit load acting on the helical wound tow is 
Here another scaling factor was identified, size and helical angle which may relate to the lamina 
modulii. 
a 
E,.C.~? - -a2/s for a < -  
4 (36)  
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And here again the physical evidence would be an increase in laminate thickness cver that predicted 
but the weight would not increase, voids would. 
There exists some evidence that might be attributed to  the above phenomena. Seventeen quarter 
scak specimen (Tables 7 and 8) thicknesses were measured to  be 4 percent less than calculated while rle 
full scale (Table 10) shell measured 10 percent thicker than predicted. This is not a sound statistical base 
for modeling but neither is there a unique method at this time for relating thickness differences to resin 
elastic degradation nor how t o  distribute it to gel* and normal load events and to  helical and hoop laminae. 
One clue for reducing the problem was detected in a fragment from a full scale bunt test. The hoop 
lamina was noted t o  have a uniformly varying content of resin. and while occasional tows could be identified 
in most of the acreage, no voids between them were seen. On the other hand. helicai tows were densely 
coated with resin and the pps &!ween them nere noted with few exceptions. Furthermore. helical tows 
were not completely bonded t o  the adjacent layers which made it exceedingly easy to  peel off each tow at 
will. Thew conditions were reported to have degenerated with article size as suggested above. 
Another clue was the strain analysis of hoop and helical lamina for resin dependency. The hoop 
hmina principal stnins are coincident with the laminate strains and therefore defined by the gl  character- 
istic. For a hoop fiber ultimate strain [equation (7)j of 1.4 percent, the wont case (gl = 4.77) transverse 
strain was about 0.3 percent and marginal (Table 3). To determine the helical lamina principal strains, a 
second order axis transformation was used 
to  yield the transverse strain 
1 ') 
€2 = €8 (m- + n-/,el) 
and shear strain 'L- LAYER 
Figure 7. Laminate and lamina strains. 
712 = 2 €0 mn (1 - 11~1)  (38) 
What this analysis implied was that even for large helical angles approaching hoop. the lamha 
transverse ultimate strain is reached long before the hoop fiber strain capability is achieved (Fig. 7). It does 
not, however, mean that the transverse modulus is zero. The 4-in. lamina tube only demonstrated that the 
3-in. length specimen separated at the weakest link when a strain of 0.293 percent was reached but the 
remaining length i~ad  additional straining capabilities. Recalling how gaps and tow densities (Fig. 6) may 
vary in a lamina, and particularly the helical lamina, the transverse strain and associated modulus may be 
*gel refen to  consistency or vitrification. 
assumed to act in a loose and variegated pattern across the layer. This is not crazing as many suspected 
because it is not a uniform separation of fiber from resin within and out the tow. 
The full significance of this discussion begins to  penetrate when one realizes that here lies the dis- 
tinction between wound and cloth graphite-epoxy lamina; the wound transverse modulus degenerates t o  a 
fraction of the classical. primarily through manufacturing and then through operational strains. 
And what about the inplane shear behavior of equation (38). That strain, on the average, is rea! 
too but the modulus is variegated like the transverse one. But unlike the transverse modulus, the helical 
tows may be visualized as a lattice network reaping substantial rigidity from inter-lamina shear between 
helical and hoop layers. Accordingly, helical lamina shear model should be expected t o  relate to  both 
g-charactcristics. 
The final clue was deduced frotn the sensitivity analysis which clearly indicated that resin connected 
modulii cf thc hoop lamina had only third order effects on gl  and g? constraints as determined from the 
- 
preliminary model. It has even less effects because of the djspu ted model so why bother revising z2, el 2, 
and F1 2 models as presented in equations (1 7)? 
Having disposed of insig~ificant hoop lamina properties, d l  geometric properties of the six sets of 
specimen were k ted ,  Table 16. that may be useful t o  distinguish them in the selection of scaling factors. 
TABLE 16. SPECIMEN GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES 
Once the environments affecting the transverse modulus of the helical lamina were explained, i t  was 
relatively easy to amve at a reasonabl;. reduction. If the hoop strain is the principal mechanism exercising 
the helical transverse modulus, then t4e spacing of helical tow remnants attached along the hoop tows should 
relate to  the proportion of helicaJ lamina engaged. Then the gaps and lack of resin coalescences between 
helical tows should account for the balance of reduction. Upon review of the fragment from full-scale burst 
test, tattle-tail epoxy spotting and helical tow scraps on both sides of the hoop lamina were visually 
estimated at 25 percent. After some manipulations and iterations of parameters, a reasonable prediction of 
transverse modulus of the helical lamina was empirically obtained, 
where E2 is the transverse modulus of the hoop lamina and is calculated from equation (1 7). 
Parameter 
I T 
QS 1.2 
1 -0 
0.585 
DV-36 D A h  
0.25 
0.585 
STA. Jr. 
1 -0 
0.556 
ABAZ 
Scale. S 
Helical. a 
DAO 1.2 
1.168 Thickness, t 
0.25 0.25 0.138 
0.314 
19 
0.245 
0.506 
1.3011 
49 
0.22 1 
Layen, N 
Hoop. H 
0.506 i 0.506 
0.30 1 0.300 i 0.181 
13 
0.303 
13 
0.303 
8 
0.277 
43 
0.229 
Conceding that the transverse modulus had diminished, then the helical lamina major Poisson's ratio 
must Likewise be expected t o  degrade. In the absence of explicit evidence, and because of its relative i,~sig- 
nificance, the helical lamina Poisson's ratio was arbitrarily modeled, 
The helical lamina shear modulus was perhaps the most interesting to  modify. It had the property 
to  skew the g-characteristics (reduce one and increase the other simultaneously) and establish a precept to  
dispersions noted in Table 14. The inplane shear compliance to  g-characteristics and parameters in Table 16 
was rationalized as follows. The modulus decreases as g? decreases and. t o  a lesser extent (not a continuous 
- 
lamina), as gl increases, was concluded from the sensitivity study. The modulus increases when the inter- 
lamina surfaces increase, as discussed above, which may be related to  the number of layers (N). However, 
when the specified layer thickness is small (t/N) and uncontrolled by inadequate compaction. then inter- 
lamina contact decreases and shear rigidity decreases. Modulus particularly is reduced with increased scale 
represented by the thickness. These parameters were cast such that resulting values would allow for reason- 
abk  adjustments in longitudinal modulii of hoop and helical lamina when com bined into equations (1 I ) 
and (21) to agree with hydrotest results of Table 12. The final inplane shear modulus of the helical lamina 
was expressed by 
C" 12 = 0 . 0 3 7 5 ~ ~ ? ~  tar JG> 
Having resolved six of the eight lamina elastic constants. there was little latitude left to manipulate 
the two fiber oriented modulii, hoop and helical. The hoop lamina modulus turned out, 
was dominated by the g2 characteristic as expected from the sensitivity study and was weakened by the 
total hoop layer thickness. There was a hint of reductiofi with increase of gl characteristic and scale but i t  
was suspected that this radical would vanish when more full-scale hydrotest and dog-bone data becomes 
available. A remarkable cutcome of this hoop lamina expression was that the longitudinal modulus of the 
ABA2 and STA Jr. specimen were predicted greater than limit equation (17) and represented by E l  in 
equation (42). Both specimens were subscale: ABA2 was smallest and STA Jr. had the most layers of all 
quarterscale articles. One explanation may be that the smallest articles allowed for better compaction and 
the STA Jr. allowed for more compaction opportunities, both leading to  reducing the resin content of equa- 
tion (13). Compaction is applied after each hoop wind with a heavy cloth belt to  minimize void. 
Finally, the longitudinal modulus of the helical lamina was formulated 
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as a function of the hoop lamina longitudinal modulus EY. !kahg with respect to  dianrter (S) tends to  
drop out should the radical reconcile to  a cube root through a later update. The modulus was inversely 
responsive to scaling of the thickness (1.3081t). 
Curve fit of lamina elastic models with specimen sets are presented in Figure 8. which clearly demon- 
strates the waling phenomena (correlation is better than 0.9). Since the slope was sensitive to f u k a l e  
articles and since that data is the least available at this time, a later update is incumbent and shou!d 
incorporate results from scheduled dog-bone specimen tests of fullsale laminate. Curve fits decisively 
demonstrate scaling dependency of lamina elastic properties. Scaling facton might have been more purely 
defined if informal test data were not so parsinloniously released by the Prime Contractor. But more t o  the 
point is that scaling-up article size decreases lamina stiffness potential. It would seem that a weight decrease 
of 3 percent or more might be realized through a modest development of tow and resin deployment and 
control at the winding feed point. The scope is clear. 
5gure 8. Scaling dependency of lamina elastic constants. 
Equations (17) were adjusted by scaling equations (39) through (43) to calculate the lamina con- 
stants and laminate stiffness for all the specimen sets and are listed in Table 17. The resulting laminate 
stiffnesses represent an adjusted set of estimated parameters that were recycled into equations ( 2 5 )  and 
(27) to obtain a more fitting set of "observed" parameters (Table 18) and as manifested by negligible errors 
listed in Table 19. Compare these with Table 14. 
TABLE 17. ADJUSTED ESTIMATES OF LAMINA AND LAMINATE PROPERTIES 
DA03 
16.9 
Parameters 
Helical Lamina 
E? Msi 
E: Msi 
- 
cY2 Msi 
va 12 
Qs1,2 
16.6 
DA1.2 
17.2 
STA. Jr. 
19.7 
0.16 
0.5 1 
0.14 
i 
DV-36 
17.3 
0.10 
0.44 
0.13 
ABAZ 
20.1 
18.2 
1 
0.7 
0.3 
8.709 
6.540 
2.860 
3.348 
1 o6 
1.014 
0.733 
0.32 1 
0.376 
0.16 
0.5 2 
0.14 
Hoop lamina 
E? Msi 
- 
E2 Msi 
- 
G12 Msi 
- 
v12 
Aij Matrix 
x lo6 
A 2 2 ~  lo6 - 
A12 x lo6 
x lo6 
Dij Matrix 
4 1 
0.20 
0.41 
0.15 
18.4 
1 
0.7 
0.3 
2.226 
1.937 
0.579 
0.714 
lo3 
1 1 8 . 0 1  I 
0.1 5 I 0.10 
0.30 0.42 
1 S 
I 
0.7 
0.3 
2.157 
1.902 
0.560 
0.693 
lo3 
17.66 
22.4 
1 
0.7 
0.3 
1.63 
1.329 
0.456 
0.526 
lo3 
5.28 
0.14 
20.1 
1 
0.7 
0.3 
2.05 
1.48 
1.67 
- 
0.13 
1 18 
1 
0.7 
L22 
='I 2 
D66 
I 0.3 
10.24 10.31 
4.42 4.53 
2.337 
2.022 
0.9 13 
1.007 
1 o3 
19.60 
13.49 
7.33 
8.06 5.38 
8.994 
7.4 13 
3.349 
3.876 
1 o6 
1.289 
1.096 
0.462 
- 0.536 5.49 
TABLE 18. ADJUSTED OBSERVED LAMINA PROPERTIES 
TABLE 19. DEPARTURE OF SCALED "ESTIMATED" FROM "OBSERVED" PROPERTIES 
(Percent) 
r 
Parameters 
A1 1 
A22 
4 2 
IX. DYNAMICS RESPONSE DILEMMA 
DV36 
2.226 
1.943 
0.58 1 
4 1 2  
2.153 
1.883 
0.548 
Two quarter scale specimen of the type investigated here were dynamically tested and compared 
with modal predictions using unscaled stiffness matrices. Both shells were vibrated t o  experimentally deter- 
mine axial, torsional and shell frequencies. Axial and torsional test results compared favorably with predic- 
tions. However, DV and STA Jr. shell frequencies were 15 and 8 percent lower, respectively, than predicted 
which implied a weakened D22 stiffness component as well as a scaling consideration. Differences in 
laminate bending have been amply published (10, l l  I and will be investigated for the FWC. However, the 
lamina properties disparity cause and scaling for static conditions was paramount. 
DA03 
0.02 
0.69 
1.05 
r 
Parameters 
A1 1 
A22 
4 2 
X. CONCLUSIONS 
ABA2 
1.630 
1.325 
0.455 
It was inevitable that high performance graphiteepoxy would be counted among space-age materials. 
Many unexpected singularities have been identified and mastered during the FWC development, such is the 
wonder of this material, such was the experience with laminate stiffness phenomena. 
4 1  ,2 
0.09 
0.90 
2.19 
Graphiteepoxy wound laminate stiffness is unlike its cloth laminate kin in that the epoxy con- 
nected lamina properties cannot be fully realized. The mandrel curvature and gel condition of the resin are 
primary causes affecting the coalescences of tow to adjacent tows and layers to  adjacent layers. These condi- 
tions were defined as scaling factors related to distinct geometric parameters, though polymer chemists might 
select more appropriate time factors: they should. 
DA1.2 
8.804 
6.565 
2.871 
STA Jr. DA03 
2.336 8.992 
7.362 
0.905 3.3 14 
DV36 
0 
-0.3 1 
-0.34 
ABA2 
0 
0.30 
0.22 
DA1,2 
-1.08 
-0.38 
-0.38 
STA Jr. 
0.04 
0.85 
0.88 
Scaling was amply supported by test evidence, reported observations and curve fits. Having disclosed 
* the phenomena and linking it to stiffness reduction should provide a basis and purpose for winding improve- 
ments t o  realize about three percent weight savings and more efficient structural performance. Ten percent 
reduction is possible. 
b 
In the meantime, serious effort should be directed t o  translating the "A-basis" ultimate stress 
(strength) of laminates from quarterscale specimen t o  full-scale flight articles with the new baselined system. 
Results from this investigation provide the insights and rational basis for it. 
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APPENDIX A 
SENSlTlVlTY ANALYSIS 
Sensitivity analysis is a formidable tool in aerospace design to  identify and :oncentrate on thc more 
significant performance variables. Because of the multitude of independent variables that must be satisfied 
in the design of a high performawe filament wound pressure bottle, the author suggested the technique 
during the FWC feasibility study and imposed it on this contracted project to insure that: 
1) Significant independent variables affecting stiffness were identified 
2) Stiffness performance dkpersions were predicted. 
3) A criteria basis was established to specify material acceptance and manufacturing tolerance 
controls. 
During this study, sensitivity analysis again proved its versatility as a diagnostic method for gaining 
insight into lamina in-situ properties. 
Lamin:,:e membralle characteristics of interest were defined by 
which krovide the starting rjoint of this analysis. The variables of concern are the orthotrctpic elastic 
properties of the hoop lamina and the helical lamina which are assumed to be different. Using the chain rule 
of differentiation on the two characteristic equations, the sensitivity coefficient drrivations follow. 
A) Sensitivity of gcharacteristics with respect to  laminate properties: 
where 
and 
B) Laminate Stiffness with respect to  lamina variabies: 
Using expression (9),  the extensional stiffness properties of the laminate may be simplistidly formu- 
lated from equations (8) and (10) to provide a convenient set of lamina related properties for this anaiysis. 
3 
Assuming E ~ / ( E ~ - E ~ v ~ ~ )  " 1 .  and designating hoop properties with a bar, then 
and 
where 
C) The desired sensitivity coeficients arc: 
dgl/dE1 = b1cl + b2dl + C3fl ag* /a~  = b4c + b5d + b6f 
r, 
ag,iaE2 = blcq - + b2d2 + b3f2 ag2/dE2 = b4c2 + bgd? -+ b6t2 
ag l lav l 2 = b, c3 + b2d3 + b3f3 ag2/*12 = b4c3 + b5d3 + b6f3 
aglidc12 = c4 (bl + b2 - b3) ag2/ac I? = c4 (b4 + b5 - b6) 
aglfaEl = b2 c5 agz/azl = b5 cs 
all /as2 = bl c5 + b j  fs a g 2 4 ?  = b4 cs + b6 i5 
a% 15, 2 = b3 f6 ag2.!aFl 2 = b6 f6 
Results for 10 percent change in lamina variables are given by 
characteristics. A% Change = 1 Ei(ag/aEi)/gi 
laminate , A% Change = 1 OTr Ei(a%/aEi)/hj 
ncn M 
RUN 
IW2T HEL ANG .THICKNESS.H-RATIO 
29. .3816. 3825 
X t  FOR l8X VARIA8LE 
VARIABLE ran VALUE GI COEFF c 2  CMFF. GI CHANCE c2 CHANCE 
XCriANGE I N  A i j  per 18% 
VARI ABLE A 1 :  
HELICAL LA!l!NA 
E; 9 082E+8@0 
E 2 ! 361E-Be1 
V l 2  Q .8BZE-082 
G12 4 281E-881 
HOOP LAMINA 
E 1 e . m + m a  
€2 3 61E-001  
V 12 0 .  B8BE*888 
change 1% E i j  
A22 
RFn DV 
RUN 
INPUT HEL. ANC..TH!CKMSS,H-RAT10 
29..3881,.3028 
VARIABLE N O W .  VALUE C! COEFF. CZ COEFF. 
MLICAL LAfllNA 
E l  1.8686+801 Q.267E-881 9-726E-884 
E 2 1.888E+W0 2.240€+888 7.85QE-882 
V i 2 3.000E-631 2 684E+BBB 3.352E-602 
C 12 7 . m - W I  -5.361E-881 9.218E-002 
HOOP LAnlNA 
E 1 1.860€+081 6.848E-BPI 5.282E-W2 
E2 1 WB€+BBB 6 145E-dB1 -4.224E-883 
\/ ! 2 3 . m - 8 8 1  1.2486+@@0 -5.464E-983 
LAR f SATE 
A l  \ 2.507E+BB8 2.641€+888 -2.844E-002 
A22 2 156E+B08 7.525E*000 5.8lBE-881 
A12 6.9946-881 1.373€+001 -6.818E-882 
%CHANGE I N  A i  j per 18% 
VARI ABLE A 1  l 
HELICAL LARINA 
E 1 8.081E+@00 
€2 1.3616-881 
V l 2  9.001E-882 
C12 4.2BBE-80 I 
HOOP LAHINA 
E l  8.888€+800 
€2 3 . 6 2 s - 0 0 1  
V 12 8 .  BBBE+BBB 
chonge I N  E i j  
A22 A12 
f C  FOR 19% VARIABLE 
G l C H m  WDIANCE 
R€R A e A  
am 
INPUT HEL. A S .  . THICKtESS. H-RATIO 
29. .181.  .2773 
XC FOR 10% VARIABLE 
VAR 1 AELE NOn . VALUE: C 1 C O E f f  . C 2  COfFF . C I CHAM;E C2 CHANCE 
HELICAL LARINA 
E 1 1.86eE*8eI 
€2 1 .-*me 
v 1 2  3 . 8 8 8 ~ - w r  
G I 2  7 . s - 0 8 1  - 
HOOP LAnlNA 
E 1 1 .660€+881 
€ 2  1.888f+B88 
V12 3.888E-881 
LAMINATE 
A1 1 1.561E+B88 
A 2 2  1.224E+088 
A12 4 353E-881 
ZCHANCE I N  A i j  per 1 0 f  
VAR I A R E  A1 1 
HEL lCAL LARINA 
E l  9.  1 20E *800 
€2 1.367E-801 
V l 2  9.039E-882 
G I 2  4 . Z l E - 8 0 1  
HOOP LARINA 
E l  8.888E*888 
€2 3.215E-001 
V12 B.B88E+8BB 
chcnge Ih E i  J 
A22 A 12 
REn DA 1 
RUN 
:WU+ H E L .  AhG .THICKNESS,H-RATIO 
3 !  85.1 168. 2288 
XC FOR 10% VARIABLE 
VARIABLE NOfl VALUE C i  COEFF. C2 COEFF. G l  CHAW€ C 2  CHANGE 
HEL :CAL L A n l k A  
E 1 1.860€+001 1 .208€+001 5 .734E-883  1.105E*882 2 .838E-081 
E 2 l . E 6 6 6 * + 8 6  3 257EtBBt  2 .861E-001 1.609E+Bgl  7 6 I4E-001  
V:2 3.888E-001 3.735E+0Bl  1 202E-801 5.505E*BB8 9 .596E-082  
C l 2  7 .800E-001 - 1  591€+001 5.551E-001 -5 .473E+808 1 034E+@60 
HOOP LA!liNA 
E 1 i 860€+001 6.8Q0E+080 1 .639E-00 i  6 296E+001 7.965E.000 
E 2 I 000€*000  4 709€+000 - 1  669E-002 2 .314E*000 -4  44!E-082 
V12 3 000E-eB1 1.344€*@01 -4 66QE-002 t . 981E+000  -3 727E-082 
XCHANCE I N  A i j  per ! 0 X  ( 
VARIABLE A 1  1 
HEL ICAi LAMINA 
E 1 9 016€+000 
€ 2  1.844E-081 
V12 1.122E-001 
G I 2  5 .238E-001 
HOOP LARiNA 
E 1 0 .  000E+000 
€2 2.76?€-001 
V I Z  0.000E+(380 
ORIGIKAL FA:; I; 
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RER STA 
RUN 
INPUT HEL ANC..THlCKNESS,H-RAT10 
33 5 . .  314, .245  
XC FOR l e t  VARIABLE 
VARIABLE non. VALUE GI COEFF . cz COEFF . CI CHANCE c 2  CHANCE 
HELICAL LAHINA 
E 1 1 .86@€+001 S .54ZE*BBB 2.2WE-803 8.201€+881 3.725E-001 
€2  I.88BE+888 1.331E+8B1 7.150E-882 1.859€+881 6.S87E-881 
V I 2  3 . n - B B 1  !.536E+881 3.492E-882 3.666€+888 Q.53S-8BZ 
G I2  7.--88! -6.280€+888 1.S71E-001 -3.4536+888 l .@@lE+BW 
HOOP LAtlINA 
E 1 1 860E+801 3.119E+000 4.743E-882 4.616€+001 8.026€+088 
E 2 I 888E+888 2.293€+888 -5  672E-003 ).825E+BBB -5 161E-092 
V12 3 000E-801 5-990E+BBB -1.415E-002 1.439€+008 -3.863E-682 
LAPIkATE 
A t  1 2.482E+BB8 6.452€+888 -1.854E-002 1.233€+881 -4.852E-001 
A22 2.125€+006 4.Bfi4E+801 6.165E-001 6.857€+881 1.1Q2€+001 
A12 Q.077E-001 7.786€+001 -1.83QE-001 5.624E+BB1 -1.520€*B88 
XCHANGE !N A i j  per 10X chonge IN E i j  
VARIABLE A 1  1 A22 A 12 
HELICAL LAHINA 
E 1 8 877€+008 I.Q25E+880 1.82QE+001 
E 2 2.171E-081 6.81tE-801 1.885E+BBB 
V.1 2 1 255E-001 1.418E-001 4.5166-881 
G I2  5.854E-001 6.616E-001 -1.54QE*0BB 
HOOP LAnINA 
E l  0.GWiBE+000 6.732€+880 0.888E+088 
€2  3 .28s -801  0.BBBE+BBB 2.542E-001 
V12 0.000€+000 0.000E*BBB 7.627E-082 
REn OA 3 
R'JN 
INPUT HEL. ANC..THICKMSS,H-RATIO 
33.55.1.388..2214 
XC FOR 16% VARIABLE 
VLRIABLE NOfl. VALUE C 1  COEFF . C 2  COEFF. C1 CHANCE G 2  CHANCE 
HELICAL LAMINA 
E l  ;.860€+001 2.607E+881 8.698E-003 1.73S€*BB2 3 . 7 W - 8 8 1  
E 2 1.8886+008 6.614E+001 2.982E-881 2.366€+001 7.888E-881 
V l 2  3.00BE-001 7.591€+001 1.387E-081 8.147E*BBB Q.767E--2 
C12 7.008E-001 -3.627E+801 7.093E-001 -0.082€+880 1.166E+888 
HOOP LAtlINA 
E 1 1.860E+e01 1.362E+801 1.787E-0Q1 9.859E*BBl 7.004E*000 
E 2 l . 'XBE+800 8.997€+880 -2.085E-802 3.218E+8BB -4.896E-882 
V 12 3.080E-881 2.674€+801 -6 142E-002 2.870E+000 -4.3288-882 
LAllINATE 
A1 l 1 026E+001 3.364E+000 -8.377E-003 1.234€*881 -2.017E-001 
A22 8 37QE+000 4.7Y2E+081 6.171E-001 1.40QE+BB2 1.214E+001 
A12 3 8Q2E+008 Q.235E+001 -2 121E-001 1.286€*002 -l.Q38E+@BB 
XCHANCE I N  A I j per ) 0 t  
VARIABLE A 1  1 
HELICAL LAnINA 
E 1 8 Q@QE+BBB 
E 2 2. lQ0E-001 
V l 2  1 .264E-001 
C 12 5.8Q0E-001 
HOOP LAMINA 
E 1 0.000E+BBB 
E 2 2.823E-001 
V 12 0.000E+000 
chonge I N  E i j  
A22 A12 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER CODES AND RESULTS 
a Laminate Stiffness Calculations 
a Newton Iterative Method 
&;Gf,:At .? 
OF POOR QtiALi'i'd 
FIND 1 3  
OLD 
L IST  
188 REH LIPIINAT STIFFNESS RITRICES, f i l j , D i j  
116 SET DECREES 
128 PRINT 
138 PRINT "IHPUT COHHAND (RATERINS, LfiYEPS, OR OUTPUT): 'i 
148 INPUT CS 
158 I F  CS="HATERIQLSm THEN 188 
168 I F  CS="LR'I'EPS' THEN 358 
170 I F  CS='OUTPUTU THEN 490 
18@ PRINT 'IHPUT NUMBER OF RATEPIAL TYPES: '; 
138 INPUT I4  
286 DELETE E l  . E ? . E ~ . E ~ . E ~ . C I . C Z ~ I : ~ ~  C4 
210 D I M  El<H.1,E2~H*.E3~1~1~.E4t~~.E5(H~,C1~fl*.C2tr~1.C3(H),C~~H~ 
228 PRINT "INPUT NhT'L PQOP O . E l ~ J * . E Z ~ J ~ . G l ? ~ J ~ , 1 J 1 2 < J ; "  
230 INPUT J,%l.X2aY3..:'4 
248 E l i J i = X l  
250 EEt  J>=Xz 
260 E3;J;=X3 
278 EJ{J i=X4 
286 ESiJ;=EliJ;;\EliJ;-EZCJ;#E4c Ji-t.2) 
296 Cl(J;=E!(J;tEStJ; 
308 CE(J;=E2( J i tESk J; 
318 C3( J;=E3( J j  
328 C 4 c J i = E 4 c J j t E Z ~ J > t E S ~ J j  
338 I F  J<tl THEN 238 
348 GO TO 128 
358 PRINT 'INPUT 8 OF LAYERS: ( 9  FOR TGPE INPUT)"; 
360 INPUT L 
365 I F  L=e THEN 5080 
370 DELETE Ti.el,n! 
380 DIN Tl(L;,Bl(L>.Pll(Li 
488 TB-0 
410 PRINT 'INPUT LIYER 8 r M T ' L  8 r  THICIHESS, f3HGLEg 
428 INPUT I,Xl,XZ.X3 
438 R lC I )=X l  
440 T l ( I l = x n  
458 B l ( I ) = X 3  
460 TB=TB+TlcI> 
478 I F  I < L  THE14 428 
432 PRINT 'STORE DhTA OH TAPE? (YES OR NO)" 
474 INPUT 63s 
'6 I F  A1="YESn THEN 5110 
I0 GO TO 120 
18 DELETE BZ.B3,e4*e5*01.02.03.04.E6vQ5*Q6 
12 DIM 82:Li,B3iL1.84tLi.BS:Li.B6:L; 
14 DIM ~ ~ ( L ; . Q ~ ~ L J . O ~ ~ L ~ . ( ~ ~ ~ L ~ . O ~ ~ L ; ~ O G ~ L ~  
18 A 1 = 8  
0 a2-8 
!0 fi3=8 
18 A4=0 
10 fiS=@ 
;b G6=0 
;e Zl=-TO.-.2 
'0 Gl.0 
16 DZ=O 
18 D3.6 
10 G4=8 
8 DS=9 
!8 D&=0 
re FOR 1x1 TO L 
I8 N=Hl<I, 
i8 ~?(1>=coscei(1, , t2 
i8 B 3 ~ I i * S I N i B l c I ) i . 1 2  
'8 B4!1)*B2<1)72 
10 85<1)=83<l ! t2  
18 86(I)=COS~BlCI!itSINCBlCI)i 
18 Q1ll~~Cl~N)tB4(Ii+2t~C4CN~+2tC3(t4)~tBZ~I~~B3(I)+C2(N~~8S~I~ 
i 8  4 2 ( I ) ~ C l < N ? S 8 S ~ I ~ + 2 t ~ C 4 ~ N ~ + 2 % C 3 ~ N ~ ~ Z t ~ 2 ( I ~ ~ B 3 ~ I ~ + C 2 ~ M ~ ~ B 4 ~ l ~ ~  
- . - - . - . - - - 
920 Z l = t ?  
930 NEXT I 
948 PRINT * A MATRIX 
958 InfiCE 3E9 1!4r3E? 1:4,3E,?X?3Er 1%.3Er 1:-1,3E 
968 PRINT USING 958:61,A3rd59Gl.D3.@5 
978  PRINT USING 556:f13,fi2rA6.D3rGZyD6 
988 PRINT USING 958:fiS,86~fi4,GS,@6,G4 
998 RE)I 
I PRINT Ex EY 
I I M G E  ~ E , ~ X I ~ E , ~ X , ~ E , ~ X , J E  
1 PRINT USING 1070:F2rF39FS,F4 
1 PRINT "COllPARE COMNGND ('t'ES, NO) : " i 
INPUT 0s - . . . - . - - 
I F  DS="':ESn THEN 2046 
I I F  DS="NOU THEN 120 
I PRINT 'INPUT f i l l . f i22,f i12.91.92" 
INPUT H6rH?,H8. P6. P7 
1 Hl=AlS8?-i?3?2 
~2=112-2td3 
H3=ZSAl-k3 
HS=H3;HE 
HS=Hl/H3 
8 P l = ( k l - H 6 l t l 6 0 ~ H 6  
PZ=~AZ-H7!t180-'H7 
1 P3=(G3-H8> t 1 0 9 ~ H 8  
P4=(114-P6i t 1 00/P6 
I PS=~HS-P7) l lea- 'P7 
I PRINT "PERCENT PREGICTED OVER TEST" 
2268 X N A G E  196,3E 
2278 PRINT USING 2260:"f411".P1 
2280 PRINT USIHG 2268:"1222'.P2 -- - - 
2298 PRINT USING 2260:"fi12",P3 
2388 PRINT USING 2260:"gln.P4 
2310 PRINT USING 2268:"g2",P5 
2320 GO TO 188 
4998 REH t S  INPUT FROH TfiPE *t 
SBBB PRINT "ENTER FILE #"  
INPUT F- - 
FIND F 
INPUT @33:HS 
PRINT WS 
INPUT e33:L 
DELETE T i ~ B l r H l  
- . .. 
3F PC)GR i;h,qL;;y 
?8 DIN Tl(L?,Bt<L),Bl iL) 
b0 INPUT 933:T1.81.M1 
- )1 T8-0 )2 FOR K=1 TO L 
I4 f@=l@*TI CR) 
I6 NEXT K 
18 GO TO 128 
I0 REH $8 STORE DGTQ ON TAPE tt  
.8 PRINT 'ENTER HEADER FOR TAPE FILE" 
!8 INPUT HS 
10 PRINT "ENTER FILE I TO STOPE DATA ON" 
18 INPUT F 
i8 FING F 
PRINT e33 :~s  
'8 PRINT @33:L,TlrBl,Rl 
18 GO TO 120 
8008 RER FILE 14 : QSlL2 iLfiPERS, 
8818 REH FILE 15 : DU36A !LWiERS) 
8820 REH FILE 16: BbA2 (Lfi'iERSi 
8030 REM FILE 1 7 :  ~ ~ 1 6 '  ~ L A Y E R S ~  
8048 REH FILE 18: STa JR (LWERS; 
8858 REN FILE 19: 3 <LAYERS, 
FIND 13 
OLD 
RUN 
INPUT COHflf4ND cUQTERIt4LS, LQYERS, OR OUTPUT?: RGTERIQLS 
INPUT NUMBER OF RfiTERIAL TYPES: 3 
INPUT RGT'L PROP I . E l ( J ~ , E P ( J ) . C 1 2 i J > * U l 2 ~ J )  
INPUT COUHAHD iflnTEPIhLS! LkYERS, OR OUT PUT': LAYERS 
INPUT U OF LfiYEFS: (8  FOP TQPE INPUT>0 
ENTER FILE U 
14 
QSI &2 
INPUT COHHQND (UATERIFILS? LAYERS, OR OUTPUT): OUTPUT 
FI M A T R I X  G RATF I!< 
2.453E+008 6.717E-001 8.080€+080 1.997E-082 5.290E-083 -2.698E-084 
6.717E-801 2.119E+800 0.000E+880 5.290E-083 1.17SE-882 -9.253E-005 
8.880E+088 8.00BE+000 7.876E-081 -2.690E-804 -9.253E-805 6.117E-083 
LARINGTE THICKNESS= 8.3016 
Ex EY Gxr V X Y  
7.427E+800 6.416E+088 2.612€+880 3.170E-081 
COWPRRE COUUfiMD !YES, MO) : YES' 
INPUT All,A22,Rl2,gl,g2 
2.42591.89699 .4916,4.77,1.8 
PERCENT PREDICTED OVER TEST 
f i l l  l.l46E+8@0 
a22 i . l 7 l ~ + e e l  
a12 3.663~+801 
91 1.444E+801 
92 1.210E+8Bl 
RUN 108 
INPUT NUMBER OF HATERlkL TYPES: 3 
INPUT RAT"L PROP #~El (J>rE2(J?rGl2 (J> ,~ .J l2CJ> 
1,16.6*. 16! -51,. 14 
2 s l 8 r l r . f r . 3  
3,6.6rE*.:6r.20 
A M A T R I X  P MdTRIX' 
2.15fE4888 S.599E-881 8.880E+888 1.76CE-802 4.4lZE-883 
5.599E-881 1.982E*888 8.888E+888 4.417E-883 1.824E-882 
@.eQ8E+B80 0.800E+880 6.933E-801 -2.3766-884 -8.857E-885 
LBMINATE THICKMESS= 8.3016 
Ex EY GXY UXY 
6.606E+888 5.823E+800 2.299E4888 2.944E-881 
PERCENT PREDICTED OUEP TEST 
f i l l  -1.104E+B81 
A22 2.453E-801 
Q12 1.399E+801 
9 1 6.816E-881 
92 9.867E-881 
INPUT HUHBER OF EATERIAL TYPES: 
FIND13 
OLD 
RUN 
INPUT COHNfinD <NaTERIfiLs, LnYERS, OR OUTPUTi : R1T ERIALS 
INPUT NUMBER OF NkTERIfiL TYPES: 3 
INPUT NaT'L PROF #rE1<J)rE2CJ>,G12(J?rUlEiJ) 
1,18.6,1,.7,.3 
2~18.6,lr.7,.3 
3.6-692,. 76, -28  
INPUT COMRANG (flt i fEPIfiLS~ LAYERS. OP OUTPUT): LQYERS 
INPUT # OF LGYERS: (8 FOR TAPE INPUT\B 
ENTEF! FILE U 
INPUT COMNQHD CNfiTERIfiLS, LfiYERSg OR OUTPUT?: OUTPUT 
1 n f i t ~ ~ x  D NATRIX 
2.434E+888 6.677E-881 8.880E+808 1.966E-002 5.EBSE-863 -2.658E-884 
6.677E-881 2.111€+88@ B.BB&E+@@e 5.285E-883 1.159E-802 -9.141E-805 
8.880E+888 0.808E+888 7.831E-081 -2.658E-004 -3.141E-885 6.820E-883 
LARINATE THICKNESS= 8.3881 
Ex Eu Gxu UXY 
7.422€+888 6.424E+800 2.689E+080 3.164E-081 
COHPARE COIlHCIND ('IES, NO) : YES 
INPUT f i l l  rA22,112,01,92 
2.420,1.958,.5428,4.96?1.83 
PERCENT PREDICTED OUER TEST 
61 1 7.672E-881 
A22 8.248E+888 
A12 2.3t9€+881 
~1 9.472E+888 
~2 8.429E+888 
INPUT NUMBER OF RRTERIAL TYPES: 
uR;c;;Nfit. p.' e.: .:; 
?F POOR QUhY-il"'d 
RUN 188 
INPUT NURBER OF HBTERIAL TYPES: 2 
INPUT RAT'L PROP W ~ E ~ < J > S E ~ ( J ) ~ C ~ ~ C J Z I U ~ ~ ( J )  
LARINAM THI 
FY 
-884 
4 8 2  
-00 1 
Gxu 
1.470E 
2.854E 
1.347E 
Uxu 
8. i ? 2 ~ + 8 8 0  6.63g~+000 2.900€;008 3 .435~-861 
PERCENT PREDICTED OVER TEST 
A l l  3.927E+000 
122  4.081E-001 
fi12 -1.576E+88@ 
a1 -4.129E-881 . - - .  - - - 52 3.656E-081 
INPUT NURBER OF HATERIAL TYPES: 
FIN013 
OLD 
PUN 
INPUT COHHAND (NkTERIALS, L#YERSv OR OUTPUT): MATERIALS 
INPUT NUHBER OF HATERIaL TYPES: 2 
INPUT RAT'L PROP &,El (J>rE2(J)rC12<J!rUi2(J i  
1,10.6,1,.7,.3 
2r18.6,1?.7,.3 
INPUT CONHAND CHATERIALS, LAYESS, OR OUTPUT): LAYERS 
INPUT OF LAYERS: (8  FOR TkPE lNPUTi8 
ENTER F ILE  & 
INPUT COHBfiND (IlATERIALS? LAYERS* OR OUTPUT): OUTPUT 
A tlC)TRI!! D AATRIX 
1.568E+008 4.378E-081 3 .671~-804 5.078E-883 1.41SE-803 4.524E-887 
4.378E-801 1.23BE+808 8.929E-883 1.415E-883 2.121E-803 1,180E-885 
3.671E-804 8,929E-883 5.039E-881 4.524E-087 1.188E-$85 1.612E-003 
LAMINRTE THICKNESS= 8.181 
EX 
€ 9  G ~ Y  VXY 
7.884E+088 6*121E+080 2.817€*860 3.559E-801 
COllPkRE COHHAND !YES,NO>: YES 
INPUT fill,A22,612,¶1992 
1.3699 1.323r.46496.77~ ,696 
PERCENT PRED IC7EO OVER T EST 
91 1,24?E+801 
9 2  -?.382E+888 
IWPUT NUMBER OF NATERIM TYPES: 
RUN 100 
INPUT NURSER OF HATERIAL TYPES: 3 
INPUT RAT'L PROP I)sElCJ),E2<J~,C12C 
y881M8 
,1#.3~*16,.52,. 14 
2,18.4,1,.7~.3 
3r6.6r2, .76r.28 
A HalRIX 
2.226E+888 5.798E-801 0.880E+080 
5.798E-881 1.93?E+880 8.980E+080 
0.088E+800 0.880E+008 7.145E-881 
LAHINfiTE THICKNESS= 8.3081 
Ex Eu Cxu Uxu 
6.848€+006 5.9~SE+800 2.38 I E S B ~ ~  2.993~-061 
PERCENT PREDICTED OUER TEST 
. 
CllZ 6.96; ~ + 0 0 0  
¶I 3.723E-881 
92 -2.996E-081 
INPUT NYHBER OF RATERIAL TYPES: 
FIND 13 
OLD 
RUN 
INPUT COHMQND CMATERIALS, LAYERS* OR OUTPUT): HATERIALS 
INPUT I4UHBER OF HATERIAL TYPES: 3 
INPUT HhT'L PROP #gEl(J)sE2( J),G12!J~~,tJl2tJ> 
INPUT COHHAND !PIATERIALS? LfiYERS, OR OUTPUT): LAYERS 
INPUT 8 OF LAYERS: ( 0  FOR TfiPE 1NPUT)B 
ENTER FILE I) 
19 
Dfi 883 JULY 13 1984 
INPUT CORHAND IHATERIALS, LAYERS, OR OUTPUT): OUTPUT 
A MATRIX D HATRIX 
1.830E+081 3.848E+880 0,800E+000 1.468E+008 5.387E-801 
3.848E+808 8.549E+080 0.808E+880 5.387E-801 1.253E+880 
8.800E+008 0.008E+000 4.367E+008 -2.848E-002 -1.345E-802 
LAIIINATE THICKNESS= 1.38796 
Ex Eu CXY 
6.55BE+888 5.437E+898 3.338E+080 
COHPhRE CORHAND <YESsNO): YES 
INPUT ~i i ,a22,a12,91,~2 
10.273~7.365,3.258,20,3.?64 
PERCENT PREDICTED OUER TEST 
A1 1 2.516E-801 
. - - - - - - - - - 
A12 1 840E +86 1 i" -1.794E+8@0 1.617E+8@1 
WUT WWER OF HbTERllL TYPES: 
ORIGINAL BAG2 is 
OF POOR Q U A L l N  
RUN 180 
IHPUT NUHBER OF ROTERIAL TYPES: 3 
INPUT HRT'L PROP & , E ~ ~ J ) I E Z ( J ? I G ~ S ( J ~ S U ~ ~ ( J )  
1,16.91.1~.42*.13 
2,18r1,.7,.3 
3~17.Jmlm6a.71,.28 
- 6 R~TRIX  b HQTRIX 
8.994€+080 3.349E+808 0.B08€+000 1.289E+080 4.623E-881 -2.698E-002 
3,349E+808 7.413E+080 8.608E+008 4.623E-081 lr696€+880 -1.286E-002 
0.808E+808 0.00@E+000 3.8?6E+888 -2.698E-882 -1.286E-002 5.366E-001 
LAMINATE THICKNESS= 1.38796 
~ - 
Ex E9 Gxu UXY 
S.?19E+800 4.714E+080 2.963E+08C 4.518E-801 
PERCENT PREDICTED OVER TEST 
f i l l  -1.245E+081 
a22 6.577~-881 
A12 3.847€+088 
st 2.313E+888 
92 6.523E-081 
INPUT NUHBER OF HATERIOL TYPES: 
FIND13 
OLD 
RUN 
INPUT C3NHfiND CNATERIALS, LOYERS, OR OUTPUT?: MATERlfiLS 
INPUT NUHBER OF HfiTERIAL TYPES: 3 
INPUT flRT"L PROP # * E ~ < J ) I E ~ C J ? , G I ~ C J ) , U I ~ ( J ~  
i918.611~.?1.3 
2r18.6?1,.71.3 
316.6,21.76, .28 
IHPUT COHMQND !MATEWIALSI LAYERS, OR OUTPUT): LkYERS 
INPUT U OF LAYERS: C0 FOR TAPE INPUT)0 
ENTER FILE U 
18 
IHPUT COHHAND (NkTERIfiLS, LAYERS? OR OUTPUT): OUTPUT 
A M A T R I X  D HATRIX 
2.347E+888 8.663E-081 8.808E*088 1.969E-082 6.964E-803 
8.663E-801 2.68?E+080 0.008€+808 6.964E-863 1.428E-082 
0.88BE+000 8.088E+808 9.872E-801 -2.273E-064 -1.070E-004 
LOMIHRTE THICKNESS* 8,314 
Ex Eu GXY UXY 
6.331E+008 5.628€+800 3.144€+000 4.151E-001 
COAPfiRE COHMAHD (YES, NO) : YES 
IHPUT L l l r f i 2 2 1 A l 2 1 ~ l r  2 
2.34g12.ees, ,9045, i9.35,1.82~ 
PERCEHT PREDICTED OUER TEST 
A1 1 -6.441E-982 
a22 4.e;r8~+eee 
A12 -4.226E4800 
S l  -4,414E+001 
S2 5.6@0E*008 
INPUT WUM0ER OF MOTERlAL TYPES: 
RUN180 
INPUT NUMBER OF MATERIAL TYPES: 3 
INPUT-HfiT'L PROP brEliJi9E2(J;rG12CJ),V12'Ji 
1 9 1 9 . 8  r ,lS,.30r. 14 
3*6.6.2,.76r.28 
CI NATRIX D RwTRIX 
2.337E+000 B.130E-081 0.000E+0B0 1.960E-002 7.334E-003 
9.130E-081 2.822E+000 0.080E+000 7,334E-803 1.349E-802 
8.080E+800 0.000E+000 1.007E+B00 -2.S3SE-004 -1.161E-804 
LAHINATE THICKNESS= 0.314 
Ex E ~ J  Gxu Ur Y 
6.130E+000 5.304€+008 3,20aE+690 4.51SE-001 
PERCENT PREDICTED OUER TEST 
;2 a. ? 0 1 ~ - 0 0 1  
INPUT HURBER OF MATERIflL TYPES: 
FIND13 
OLD 
PUH 
INPUT COMMAN? (NATERIGLSI LAYEPSI OR OUTPUT>: MATERIRLS 
INPUT NUMBEP OF MATEPIAL T'iPES: 3 
INPUT MAT'L PROP # , E l i J ~ , E Z < J ; , G 1 2 ( J ~ t U l 2 ( J )  
1*18.$,1a.7,.3 
Pr18.0,1a.?r - 3  
3 ~ 1 7 . 4 ~ 1 . 6 ~ . 7 1 , ~ 2 8  
INPUT CONMkNG (NkTERIitLS* LAYERS, Of: OUTPUT) : LA6IERS 
INPUT I OF LAYERS: (6 FOR TAPE INPUT>@ 
ENTER FILE ll 
17 
INPUT CORMfiNG <NQTERIfiLS, LAYERS, OR OUTPUT,: OUTPUT 
R HRTFIX D N F l f R I X  
9.745E+000 3.153E+088 0.800Et000 1.130Et060 3.650E-801 -4,667E-003 
3.253E+000 7.452E+000 0.000E+008 3.650E-001 8.339E-001 -1.96lE-083 
8.@08E+980 8.088E+000 3.716E+000 -4.66fE-063 -1.961E-003 4.170E-801 
LAMiNRTE ?HICKMESS= 1.16801 
Ex EY G x  y l lxv 
7.127E+080 5.458E+000 3.182E+B00 4.366E-001 
COMPARE COflHRND (YES,NO): YES 
INPUT Al l rA22rA12rg1,92 
9.723p6.568r2.820,17.91,3*363 
PERCENT PREDICTED OVER TEsr 
a1 1 2 .224~-ee1  
1122 1.346E+001 
1112 1.537E+001 
9 1 -4.11SE+088 1.361E+001 
:;PUT YUHBER OF HATERIAL TYPES: 
~.E!L'~P:AL PRSE f9 
OF POOR QGALITY 
RUN180 
INPUT NUNBER OF IlfiTERIhL TYPES: 3 
IMPbT HhTsL PROP ~ ? E l C J i , E 2 < f ) ~ C 1 2 < J ) r ~ t l 2 ~ J >  
1.17.2.. 1e3.44,. 13 
2,18.2.1,.t9.3 
3.17.491.6..f19.28 
h H1TRIX D HCTRIX 
@.789E+W0 2-@68E+W8 8.880€+888 1.814E+888 3.21s-881 -4.493E-883 
Z.860€+888 6.548E+0d8 8.800€+888 3.21@€-881 7.328E-881 -1.916E-803 
8.888E+888 @.808E+888 3.348E+86& -4.493E-883 -1.916E-883 3.75s-881 
LANINITE THICKNESS= 1.16881 
Ex Em txm Vxm 
6.385€+808 4.795E+B80 2.Sii6E+880 4.3736-881 
PERCENT PREDICTED OUER TEST 
Ill - 1.043E+88 1 
A22  -4.245E-881 
112 1.41 lE+BBB 
9 1 -9.424E-801 
d -3.67QE-091 
IWUT NUHBER OF HATERIIL TYPES: 
10 6 
I 
8 1  
IN0 6 
1 REH LAIIINITE HYDROTEST PROPERTIES, NEWTON ITERfiTIlJE HETHOD 
1 REH PREDICTEG:Bl~1ll~B2=122~B3~fil2. f€ST:BS=gl~B6=92 
1 REH DETEP?IIN€:Il~Il l t  r12=122S r13=fi l2S 
1 PRINT 'INPUT PREt.All,A22.112. TEST 91, 92 " 
INPUT BIp82rB3rB4,BS 
PRINT 'INPUT TRIAL al l ra22,a12" 
INPUT B7sB8.89 
PRINT 'INPUT NUmER GF ITERfiTIONS ' 
INPUT K 
I =e 
L1-2 
I l ls-B4 
Nl=2tB4-1 
Cl=-28B7+B4SBB-i2tB4-1>*89 
L3=2SBS-88 
HZ*-B7 
N2=2tB9-BS 
C2=-28BSSB7+B7tB8+BSSB9-B9-B9?2 
L3~-2SB7t(2SB4-l~+B1S~2SB4-1~-2tB3-B4t35+B9ti2~B4+Z~ 
1 H3~B9t<B4+4)-BStB3-B2t(2tB4-1~-4X84SBS+2SB8S<2SB4-l> 
1 M3=-2tB4SBl-2tB4tB5-48B2+B8t(B4+4)+B?t2t(B4+l> 
1 C3~~2tB4-l)SB?t2-B7t~B1S~2SB4-l~-2t83-B4SB5~-2S~B4+l~SB7SB9 
1 CJ=C3+89t~2tB4SB1+2S84t8S+4tB2)-B9tB8t~B4+4~+B8S~B4SB3+B2t(2~B4-l?) 
I C3=C3+B8t4tB4tBS-<2t84-l)lBst2-B4tB5t(B1+2SB3+4tB2) 
I D1=LlS<N2tW3-N2tN3)-L2S~H1tN3-Hl~H3>+L3~~HltN2-NlSH2) 
1 O2~Clt~H2tN3-N2tH3>-C2S~H1tN3-Nl~N3)+C3S~HlSM2-NlSN2> 
I D3=LltCC2tN3-N21C3>-L2t<CltN3-NltC3>+L3~(Cl1N2-Nl~C2> 
I MILltCCIZtC3-C2tH3)-L2S(I1tC3-ClSN3?+L3~~N1tC2-C1~H2) 
I % = D Z ~ D l  
I Y=03/D1 
I Z r M / D 1  
1 PRINT 'X,Y,Zr 'IX,Y,Z 
I Bf=B7+X 
1 B8=B8+Y 
I B9=B9+2 
PRINT 'TEST h l l r  A22? h12 "1B7?B8,89 
I = I + 1  
I F  I<K THEN 388 
END 
